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     hen a reading disaster 
strikes, it’s time for super dog 
Mighty Reader to save the day!

Classmate Inky can’t find the right book 
to read, but friend Mighty Reader has an 
idea. What if they read The Sword and 
the Bone together? Soon they’re magically  
transported to a medieval world filled 
with adventure and creatures of legend. 
By the end, Inky has found his new  
favorite book.

Lovable beagle Mighty Reader is a 
friend to new readers everywhere. By 
pairing bright, comic book-style artwork 
with classroom-approved reading  
strategies, Will Hillenbrand has created 
a reading superhero perfect for today’s 
youngsters.
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Read all of Mighty Reader’s adventures!
“Learning to read isn’t so scary when Mighty Reader’s 

around. . . . An em-paw-ering read for young pups.” —Kirkus Reviews

Will hillenbRand 
has written and illustrated a wide range 
of picture books for children, including the 
popular Bear and Mole series. Spring Is 
Here won the Please Touch Museum Book 
Award. What a Treasure!, a Pennsylvania 
One Book, was written with his spouse, 
Jane Hillenbrand. A seasoned elementary 
school teacher, Jane serves as an advisor 
on the Mighty Reader Series.

Jacket art © 2022 by Will Hillenbrand
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  t’s the night before a big test 
at school, and Lulu’s worries 
have come to life in a nightmare. 
How can she defeat the menacing  
evil eye and its minions? With 
kicking and punching? No! Mighty 
Reader reminds Lulu how to 
knock out her fears with reading  
and partner power—they’ll read 
together!

Lovable beagle Mighty Reader is a 
friend to new readers everywhere. By 
pairing bright, comic book–style artwork  
with classroom-approved reading  
strategies, Will Hillenbrand has created a  
reading superhero perfect for today’s kids.
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IWill hillEnbRAnD 
has written and illustrated a wide range 
of picture books for children and has 
held creative residencies at Kent State 
University and the Art Academy of  
Cincinnati. Bear and Mole are among his 
most popular characters, and in that series  
Spring Is Here won the Please Touch  
Museum Book Award and Kite Day was 
a Pennsylvania One Book. He has  
illustrated many more books, including 
What a Treasure! written by his spouse, 
Jane Hillenbrand. A seasoned elementary  
school teacher, Jane serves as an  
advisor on the Mighty Reader series.  
The Hillenbrands live in Ohio.
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It’s time for superdog 
Mighty Reader to save the day!
“Learning to read isn’t so scary when Mighty Reader’s 
around. . . . An em-paw-ering read for young pups.” —Kirkus Reviews
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Meet Mighty Reader 
and his creator Will Hillenbrand!

Will Hillenbrand has written  
and illustrated a wide range of  
picture books for children and has 
held creative residencies at Kent 
State University and the Art 
Academy of Cincinnati. Bear and Mole 
are among his most popular characters, 
and in that series, Spring Is Here won the 
Please Touch Museum Book Award and Kite Day 
was a Pennsylvania One Book. Lovable beagle Mighty 
Reader is a friend to new readers everywhere. By pairing bright, 
comic book-style artwork with classroom-approved reading strategies, Will Hillenbrand  
has created a reading superhero perfect for today’s youngsters. Catch him in his other  
adventure, Mighty Reader and the Big Freeze and Mighty Reader Makes the Grade.

MIGHTY READER 
and The Reading Riddle ALSO AVAILABLE!
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